Oxygen Therapy - a Cure for HIV/AIDS?

Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection is one of presumably the most feared ailments. Why? HIV disease is a global pandemic that health agencies from all countries are fundamentally worried about.

Besides the sickness having no known cure, HIV disease will in the end advance to full blown AIDS. That is the reason HIV testing is presently being proposed for people from different backgrounds. The human immunodeficiency infection (HIV) assaults the body's immune system. A sound immune system is the thing that keeps you from becoming ill.

HIV signifies 'Human Immunodeficiency Virus' and it is aong the Retrovirus family. This infection taints imperative and basic cells in the immune system known as 'White blood cells'. HIV taints these cells, changes them, and afterwards duplicates to contaminate different cells. At the point when enough harm has been done to the immune system, then the individual is said to have 'Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome', or 'AIDS' A virus is a minute molecule that does not have the capacity to duplicate itself without getting vitality from a "host" cell. On account of HIV, the infection enters by introducing itself as "amicable", however once inside the cell, the infection uses the life and vitality of the body's cells to repeat itself and obliterates the cell and the majority of the insusceptible (immune system) framework's safeguards against the infection all the while. The term AIDS applies to the most developed phases of a HIV contamination. Keeping in mind the end goal to find the way to genuine healing, one needs to investigate the core of human presence (existence). The human body is made out of 70% to 80% water, and water is 89% oxygen by weight. In this manner, oxygen makes up 62% to 71% of the body, and is the body's most plenteous and crucial component. 90% of the majority of our natural vitality originates from oxygen. It is a crucial component that the body needs to survive, and have surplus vitality for profitability (productivity). People can make due for a considerable length of time and even months without food (food), and live for a long time without water, however we can't survive more than a couple of minutes without oxygen.

Testing HIV
To check the status of the immune system, a few tests ought to be done. Notwithstanding counting the CD4 T lymphocytes, all the distinctive T and B lymphocytes subsets ought to be counted. It is imperative to assess the working status of every single immunocompetent cell. On the off chance that the test is contrary, it demonstrates that the individual was not tainted three months back. If the test is certain it demonstrates that the individual has been contaminated by HIV and that they are infectious to others.

Positive test results for HIV ought to be affirmed by a second test. Once affirmed, the patient ought to decide approaches to upgrade his insusceptible framework (immune system), as this will be his chief strategy for averting further ailment. A great many people with AIDS have 3 to 5 distinct types of the HIV infection in them the Oral Swab Test results can be prepared inside 20mins. Blood Test can take up to 10 days.

In the United States Army 6,000 newcomers tried positive with the Western Blot test. At that point the greater part of them turned out negative when analysed with the Elisa test. For reasons unknown, false-positives are the standard, not the exemption. Any individual who has had looseness of the bowels (dysentery), jungle fever (malaria), cholera or syphilis has a 80 percent possibility of testing HIV positive. Hence, numerous who tried positive were truly false-positives

**The CD4 cell check**

CD4 cells are a sort of white platelet (now and again called T-lymphocytes, or T-cells) in your blood. CD4 cells are essential since they help your body battle infections. The HIV infection injures the CD4 cells. One objective of treatment for HIV disease is to keep your CD4 cell as high as could be expected under the circumstances.

HIV fundamentally targets CD4 cells. As HIV sickness advances, CD4 cell numbers decay, and Effective treatment can stop HIV replication and re-establish CD4 cell levels.

A few ladies with HIV, particularly those with a low CD4 number, experience unpredictable or long menstrual periods. Others may likewise encounter early menopause and will probably have rashes, fat development, and issues with their pancreas and liver. Be that as it may, more research is required before treatment doses can change. Your specialist will most likely need to see you at regular intervals if your CD4 cell checks are beneath 500. In any case, on the off
chance that you take another medication, your specialist will need to see you all the more regularly, to check your reaction to the pharmaceutical or to check whether your HIV contamination is deteriorating.

Notwithstanding, counting the CD4 T lymphocytes, all the distinctive T and B lymphocytes subsets ought to be counted. On the off chance that the volume of the infection in the blood is low and the quantity of CD4 cells sufficiently high, blend treatment is redundant. Around one year after contamination, the numbers can change and another kind of treatment might be essential. The less the CD4 cell check the more you are helpless against AIDS bringing about diseases Smoking discontinuance is essential for all who are using ART since it meedles with the treatment's viability. Smokers likewise had higher viral loads and lower CD4 tallies. They additionally will be more prone to have an AIDS-related sickness

**Viral Load**

An imperceptible viral burden does not imply that HIV has been destroyed; individuals with imperceptible viral burden keep up a low level of infection. Notwithstanding when HIV is not discernible in the blood, it might be perceptible in the semen, female genital emissions, cerebrospinal liquid, tissues, and lymph nodes.

All infections (viruses) can't live in oxygen, (they inhale nitrogen), along these lines encompassing them with exceptionally dynamic type of oxygen will rapidly inactivate and slaughter them. As of late, a young lady in South Africa, with a CD4 number of only more than 200, has utilized our Super Oxygen alongside the ARV recommended for this condition. She utilized just 2 containers of Super Oxygen in the principal month and had another CD4 count done. The outcome returned - the infection is undetected!

**AIDS**

("AIDS") was initially reported in the United States in 1981 and has turned into a noteworthy overall scourge. More than twenty five million individuals have lost their lives from AIDS subsequent to 1981 and more than thirty nine million individuals are living with HIV/AIDS all through the world today

Before developing AIDS, there is a timeframe where a man who has been contaminated with HIV will basically live with the infection. It might take years
to really form into AIDS. In any case, there are a couple of manifestations that can be an indication that you may have this condition

Dementia is a developing worry as HIV-contaminated individuals live more. Specialists measured the bloodstream in the brains of individuals with HIV, and discovered indications of untimely maturing. Whether this impact is the aftereffect of the infection or the antiviral medications - or both - is hazy. In any case, the confirmation of harm raises concern on the grounds that, by 2015, individuals more than 50 will represent more than half of all AIDS patients.

Lack of healthy food (Malnutrition) is a typical issue in individuals with AIDS; this is because of a lack of absorption of supplements. One reason for immune deficiency is that the individual experiences an absence of valuable protein and deficient calories. What’s more, a tremendous accumulation of non-particular indications, for example, fevers, weight reduction and even visual impairment. Side effects are steadily changing and quickly developing. With no cure yet created, HIV/AIDS is deadly.

**Treatment for Hiv**

The HIV or AIDS antiretroviral drug treatment is the fundamental and most well-known sort of treatment for these patients. Once more, this is not a cure. This medication treatment, could in any case, spare patients from becoming ill for quite a long time with HIV or AIDS

Despite the fact that individuals can live for quite a long time without food or for a considerable length of time without water, we will kick the bucket in minutes if denied of oxygen. The human body must have oxygen to change the sugars, fats, and proteins in the diet into warmth, vitality and life. Oxygen is the crucial component in the respiratory procedures of most living cells.

What's more, the vast majority are lacking oxygen. On the off chance that you altogether build your body's pH (oxygen) level these anaerobic maladies can't replicate or exist.

The general human body is made out of 70% to 80% water, and water is really 89% oxygen by weight. Individuals can exist for a considerable length of time without having nourishment, yet we can't flourish a great deal more than minutes with no oxygen, which is actually 62% to 71% of the body
Surprisingly the AIDS infection can't endure high oxygen levels in its casualties' blood. Not just that, each other disease life form tried so far obviously has the same shortcoming. Significantly malignancy developments contract and vanish when the oxygen immersion is adequately expanded in the liquids encompassing them, since they are anaerobic.

A man with Hiv/Aids that had a low CD4 include was using wheelchair from this condition and had six months life expectancy. He disposed of all routine drug, and began on Super Oxygen. Inside one week he could escape the wheelchair and stroll with the assistance of a mobile guide. In a month's time span from beginning the treatment, he added 8 kg to his weight and gave up the strolling help - utilizing just Super Oxygen.

**What would you be able to anticipate from Super Oxygen?**

Enhances the CD4 count and brings down the viral tally

No reactions - feeling ill

Heaps of vitality

 Guaranteeing your life back

No Bacteria, No Fungi, No Virus....The way it was intended to be!